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indicate
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and those experiences
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the experiences

evenings.

and are treated
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1.

Introduction

Problem
In western
dichotomous.
either/or

society,

in part, a reflection

privileged
society

gender

(with varying
without

or to the community

and the indivJual.

degrees

exciusive

over another,

oppression

However,

to use gender

the experience

presentation

role and gender
presenting

appropriate

concern

opposition

Acmrdingly,

Members

of the
of

in each

are often maintained

between

and privilege

sex, gender

prrmary

in one

by race), reap the benefits

men and women,

sex discrimination,

is not mutually

morphological

resulting

themselves

to that gender.

sex and gender
is with gender

to the gender

by
society

one gender, then changing

is so

of transsexuals
exclusive.

as masculine

However

role and gender

to the other gender

for

The research

and mutually

can contribute

a view

For most individuals,

biological

Those who are born male
and adopting

for some individuals

behaviors
(transsexuals),

For the transsexual,

role presentation

Spending

opportunities

based on gender.

are congruent.

at birth.

greater

as a dichotomous

role are not congruent.

assigned

is,

(p.383).

that, while still dichotomous,

deemed

and status.

These privileges

regarding

in this area continues

mature

This dichotomy

of having to prove their worthiness

of interactions

it is often invisible"

category.

generally

and as an

than the other gender.

of privilege

as a whole.

Much has been written

conducted

social privilege

patterns

and

Leck (1990) states this simply when she writes, "patriarchy

taken for granted

one gender

and capable

the presumption

even unrecognized

never both or neither).

being linked to power and privilege

(i.e. male) is awarded

naturally

situation
subtle,

(either male or female,
of gender

that is salient

and reacted to in every situation

being seen as more powerful

that gender

Statement

is seen as an element

That is, it is perceived

proposition

gender

gender

Differences

a significant

the

which is in
portion

allows a view of gender,

of time as
power and

1

Power

gender

politic

individuals

can provide

which gender
explore

from both advantages.
insight

Therefore,

the experience

into both the evasive

and power are linked in this society.

how gender

relates

to power/status

of transsexual

and conspicuous
The purpose

through

the unique

Differences

manner

in

of this study is to
experiences

of

transsexuals.
Relevance
Wicks (1977)

quotes

Pincus

Social work is con>rned

and Minahan:
with the interactions

and their social environment

their life tasks, alleviate

aspirations

and values

power

many components,
transitions

from one gender

implication

of how their status

be affected.
individuals,

perspective

it is important

Clinicians

differences

and realize their

These

he/she

are made up of
As a person

wilt change,

how and in what ways they may

not only gender

to the transsexual's

to work with transsexual
difference
experience.

with transsexual

may use the information

in society,

individuals,

Policy makers

research

to inform the person
both positive

to assist that person

so they may fully realize their aspirations
a third gender

but how

This distinctive

of what they can expect after transitioning,

may need to consider

of interactions

may or may not realize the full

who may have occasion

A clinician

interaction

while others are hidden.

may also use this information

and politic.

to

is one result of a culmination

for direct practice

their new role after transitioning
Researchers

in society

to understand

has implications

sex reassignment

negative.

recognized

relate specifically

and policy development.
seeking

in society

to another,

As social workers

these differences

distress

and the larger environment.

some easily

people

(p.183)

and status

the individual

between

which affect the ability of people

accomplish

An individual's
between

to Sociol Work

in adjusting

and
to

and values.

voice in their study of gender

may better understand

the full impact or gender

2

Power Differences 3
and how that affects
devise

policies

aimed

In order
questions

at leveling

the following

experience

of social

to when

eliciting

before

exploration

with every

inequities.

Study

Objectives

gender

research

and status

unfamiliar

whether

one is male or female

Gender
opposite
Gender
voice,
Gender
people

presentation:
mannerism
role:

direction

is an individuals
2) how do the reactions

one is assumed

to be male

of the terms

is assigned

individual,
at birth (natal

portrayal

in this study

may be

follows.

or one's

& McKenna,

in the area of

own feelings

about

1978).

is the gender

and gender

role

gender).

of one's

gender

through

clothing,

and behavior.

"...a set of expectations

Female

of a person's

to the person's

(Kessler

The public

of one gender"

Male to fqmale,

some

of gender,

In the transsexual

of that which

what

of the nomenclature

Is a seff attribution

of choice:

1)

has been developed

Since

glossary

identity:

to the

of Key Terms

vocabulary

Gender

asked

and vice versa.

studies.

a short

of others

and

In this preliminary

at large differ from when

and specific

to the reader,

on the reaction

the lifespan

the study

after sex reassignment?

to be female

and gender

of power,

will be addressed:

Glossary
An extensive

throughout

and after sex reassignment.

and the community

one is assumed

experience

information

questions

power

interaction

existing

the individual's

toward

individual,

of co-workers

individual

to examine

geared

transsexual

each

(Kessler

& McKenna,

to male:
gender

natal gender,

about what behaviors

These

the second

for

1978).

are phrases

reassignment.

are appropriate

used in describing

The first term

the

in the phrase

refers to the person's

gender

refers

of choice.

Power

Natal

gender:

appearance

The gender
of the external

Being
gender)

reassignment".
transformed

Reassignment

the preference
Transition,

as male or female

This term

surgically

birth.

on the

of choice,

not natal

The process

by which

to the gender

opposite

complete

in this paper
an individual

with

Refers

of all components

aspects,

physical,

is hormonally

of the one assigned

without

A term

whose'

to the process

associated

medical

Transqendered:

aspects
used

gender

male or female.

surgery

A person

opposite

gender

opposite

sex" (Pauly,

seek

gender

order

to bring

identity.

at

according

of changing

with that change

genders

etc.).

in describing

identity,

a comprehensive

gender

This category

who avers

role, predicated
1990,

reassignment
their

physical

role, or gender
includes,

a "...lifelong

category
presentation

but is not limited

preference

on the conviction

p.2).

Transsexual

through

surgical

body

and is

(i.e. social-emotional

to, transsexuals.
Transsexual:

the

of the individual.

inclusive

discretely

(gender

is used interchangeably

can be considered

Transitioning:

individuals

dependent

in society.

Sex reassignment:
term "gender

at birth, usually

genitalia.

perceived

by others

and/or

assigned

Differences

of belonging

individuals
and hormonal

into alignment

for the

with their

to the

actively
means
gender

in

of
is not

to

4

Power

II.

Review

of the

Differences

Literature

Overview
The literature
examines

models

review
explaining

or socio-emotional

exclusively

The second

are treated

Theories

models

theoretica)

fell under

pertaining

to social-emotional

Bioloqical

Model

The biological
(Kessler

&

gender:

chromosomai

external

genitalia

Singleton,1987).
chromosonal
the general
individual

(Devor

when

secondary

1 989;

Money,

by the presence
male genitalia,
normal

male

gender

pertaining

the third section

role development.

pertaining

composition,

to biology

These

and those

course

of an XXY chromosome
that gender
(Devor

1989;

1 978;

Turner's
of XO.

Money

1987).

a being

There

syndrome

and the condition

begets

is often

syndrome

Singleton,

1987).

with the
to

an

not discovered

Klinefelter's

individuals

at birth, and have

1 972;

has all the

menstruation,

These

and

are exceptions

including

pattern.

organs

& Ehrhardt,

creates

This individual

unit

as influencing

reproductive

or XY (male).

characteristics,

1 988; Singleton,

are seen

of development

XX (female)

at birth,

as a reproductive

internal

& McKenna,

composition

sexual

in adulthood

to explain

of development.

female

are assigned

a biological

the literature

Finally,

on the individual

Kessler

of either

course

of a normal

either

Role Development

key components

biological

with a chromosome

appearance
puberty

Several

1 989;

composition

examines

in society.

theories

is predicated

and hormonal

The usual

biological

attempt

categories,

1978).

(Devor,

role from

development

model

McKenna,

section

The first section

on transsexualism.
on Gender

models

two main

main sections.
of gender

differently

with the literature

Several

into three

the development

perspective.

to how men and women
deals

is divided

fail to develop
is characterized

develop

all the appearance
However,

until

while

normal
of a

5

Power

chromosomes

influence

effect on gender
Animal
critical

the physical

role and behavior

studies

on hormonal

developmental

(Money,

periods

1 988; Singleton,

with testosterone
(mounting
female

Kessler

composition,

have shown that changes

change

In research

& McKenna,

the sexual

with animals

period, they will exhibit

and thrusting)

as adults.

Conversely,

hormones

will display

humans,

females

hormones),

produces

(Singleton

influence

a ...predisposition

including

transsexualism

androgenic

Kessler

in humans

syndrome
& McKenna,

of the individual
hormones

is XX.

masculinizes

Prenatal

male gender
(Devor, 1989).
chromosomes

when assigned

role despite
Persons

include

and, at puberty,

1978;

are raised as female

hormonal

congenital

Singleton,

However,

behavior)

as adults

of events

in
(male

both genders
imbalance

produce

is thought

and gender

adrenal

to

identity"

1987).

genitals

of estrogen

syndrome

levels found
syndrome

gender

to

Individuals

live their lives in the
in the normal

role

female

have XY

They develop

sexual characteristics.

adopt the female

exposure

degrees,

(Singleton, 1987).

insensitivity

also

In AGS, the chromosonal

to varying

to male hormones.

secondary

hyperplasia,

insensitivity

at birth as male, generally

and generally

behavior

during fetal development,

the external

to respond

female

however

and androgen

born with androgen

but an inability

are treated

p. 5).

(AGS),

the production

in adulthood

than androgens

sex role behavior

dependent on amount of exposure to the hormones
with this syndrome

course

hormones)

during

at birth and given

(presenting

than estrogen;

contrary

male sexual

As a normal

(female

1987).

(Pauly, 1990,

as adrenogenital

composition

toward

anomalies

behavior

more estrogen

behavior

males castrated

1987).

more androgen

both types of hormones

(Devor, 1989;

sexual

1 978; Singleton,

and males

Hormonal

female

1978).

when females

the critical

& McKenna,

genitalia

they do not have a direct

(Devor 1989;

permanently

1987).

of gender,

during

(Kessler

known

attributes

Differences

These

female
individuals

(Singleton,

1987).

8

Power

Despite

strong

individual

biological

was raised,

acquisition

cannot

and display

1 978; Money

be ruled out as a determining

theory

of gender

maleness

based on Freud's

identity

was primary,

for the child to identify

castration anxiety.
direct competition

complex

1985).

resolution

to other females

(Kessler

learned

of this complex

identifying

& McKenna,

as infants.

viewed

1 985; Devor, 1989).

the mother

as a love object,

is dependent

(Kessler

by this

by transferring

his

1 978; Stoller,
role

1978).

her future sexuality"

(Stoller,

qualities,

passive

masochistic

Resolution of penis envy and the adoption

hopelessness

of the feminine

(Kessler

& McKenna

How females

1985,

p.l5).

by adopting
(Stoller,

If the envy

masculine

1985).

role, comes with the

abandonment of the notion of the clitoris as a penis substitute,
as the true genitalia

while in

upon the male child

& McKenna,

she will either try to compensate

the vagina

At the

of a rival) is complicated

is too much to overcome,
into

of the

with the father, the male child learns masculine

this envy will "...determine

or despair

what is feminine

partly because

Girls, at this time, are filled with envy for the penis they lack.
resolve

Freud

There is an innate

and to delay gratification

and maturing

on the

beings (i.e. girls), they are filled with

with the father who is too formidable

Thus through

behavior

& McKenna,

emphasis

1 985; Stoller, 1985).

(desiring

to view the father as a role model,

erotic desires

patterns

(Chodorow,

there are penisless

The Oedipal

Successful

places

with the same sex parent

on the child by the parent

age when boys discover

learning

in the final

Kessler

and both males and females

predilection

exerted

writings,

on the intrapsychic

to be of lesser value (Chodorow,

knowledge.

factor

1987).

and female

influence

role in which the

role (Devor, 1 989;

1 972; Singleton,

7

Models

Psychoanalytic

believed

the impact of the gender

of the adult gender

& Ehrhardt

Social-Emotional

development

influences,

Differences

and the acceptance

1 978; Stoller,

1885).

of

Power

Identification

with the mother

incorporate

female

values

Proponents

parents

and society

inappropriate
1978).

across

behavior

in a cultural
different

biological

gender

cultural

milieus

theory

determinant.

& Cromwell,

behavior
presumed
behavior

behavior

unclear.

intrapsychic

The reverse

1 987; Kessler

that frames

begins

is based on culturally

That is,

How the biological

& McKenna,
gender

by stating sex is a

is also true.

behaviors,

(Devor, 1 987; Grimm, 1 987;
display

Once gender

with the perceived

and socio-emotional

sex is

is determined,

gender

of the gender

masculine

is viewed

schema

variables

role and gender

identity

(Pauly, 1 990; Stoller,
Differences:

there have been examples

any
as

is maintained

interact

to influence

(either congruent or incongruent with morphological

Experiential

for sex

differently

defined

To the extent that people

in this way, the duality

Gender

boys and

appropriate

can be experienced

as a social construct

gender

incongruent

and social forces

Although

Rather,

they are seen as being men and their biological

Therefore,

gender role aHuisition

are not born with an

and punishments.

process

gender

1978).

and show "disapproval"

and those seen as feminine

by the individual

1987).

of gender

1 992; Leck, 1990).

to be male.

idiosyncratic.

& McKenna

(Devor, 1989).

However,

and attitude,

the child to

role (Devor, 1989).

a series of rewards

Therefore,

enables

(Kessler

and play (Devor, 1 989; Hargraves,

those seen as masculine
Jacobs

being)

that individuals

sex appropriate

context.

The emerging

remains

a particular

role through

reward

believe

This is often a subtle and unconscious

behavior

(Devor,

learning

toward

girls learn their gender

penisless

and Feminine role behavior

of social

innate predisposition

(as another

Differences

seem to be influenced

sex)
by biological,

1964).

Men, Women
of societies

and Power
approaching

gender

equality,

in nearly every society and time period women have held less power than men
(Chafetz,1990).

A system

stratified

by gender "...implies

superior

power for men", with

8

Power

a greater

degree

the sexes

(Chafetz,

control

of stratification
1990,

over scarce

of society
covertly,

denied

more

Men occupy

and interaction

physical

physical

space,

space.

women.

often

that would
1989).

most positions

a wider
women

berth

to a sense

than the sense

of personal

safe in as many
protection

Those
definitions

in positions

male dominated

this bestowed
by others

dependent

1992;

definitions

gender

for female

p. 34).

or

...it One

(p.229).

position.

and grant
as much

other

men more

physical

(Hope,
across

1997).
many

space

with

space

of

In turn, this

more situations

in general,

regarding

Men's

Men use

in the personal

Women,

qualities

to be perceived

...define

Because

do not feel

their own self

(Chafetz,

highly

Qualities
valued

York,1989).

for male qualities,

versus

(Lipman-Blumen,1984).
as more

desirable

1990).

role are more

desirable,

the world...and
this society

of what constitutes

Lipman-Blumen,1984;

and independent

traits

that generalizes
by women.

overtly

that they occupy

and prestige...

are not granted

are able to

1990,

are androcentric

with men and the male

competitive

either

resources

asserts,

is obvious

as men and must be vigilant

of power

(Chafetz,

order,

traits

(DeFrancisco,

carried

to and

1997).

on others"

undesirable)

safety

environments

(Davis,

safety

have,

between

be beneficial

by men that they are "welcome"

of personal

as access

Birns (1976)

of power

reflects

in power

the institutionalized

Women

of men and women...it

are granted

made

1984).

offen

is defined

especially

to opportunity

in society

differences

Men feel as if they have the right to be anywhere

translates

masculine

resources,

In comparison,

an assumption

in this context

& McCarrey,

at the position

different...roles.
behavior

access

Chatterjee

looks

Power,

with greater

5 990; Lipman-Blumen,

(Abramovitz,1988;
currently

p.33).

and valuable

(Chafetz,
been

associated

Differences

impose

those

has as a basis a

(and therefore
most offen

than

associated

feminine

qualities

That

is, aggressive,

passive,

nurturant

Broverman

and

et al. (1972)

and go on to indicate

these

found,
traits

9

Power

define the characteristics
and women.
definition

of a healthy

That is, traits commonly

of what constitutes

(1972) state
standards
women's

...women

contributions

contributions

of men (Azmon,

one group's

contribution

different

levels of prestige

carrying

the highest

Additionally,

women

occupations

as non-viable,

1989).

(Harper

1990,

to the office,

competence

proven

This tendency
secondary

schools,

Holahan

The notion of
is the

Women

offen perceive

has been published

of power.

upon male dominated
(Chatterjee

holding

positions

Davis, 1997;

early in societal

institutions

as

and administration
as having less power
(Harper,

documenting

1990).

the very tangible
from the

at higher levels of

Deaux 1995;

competence

& McCarrey,

similar positions,

In a wide variety of life situations

(APA, 1991;

holding

...the occupations

themselves

high ranking

fields

male" (p.823).

in upper levels of management

boys are asked

context,

contribution,

(1982) notes,

have looked

prior to each new engagement

begins

et al.

than the

into occupational

their career choices

Men have an assumed

or established

group's

men are more likely to be evaluated

than women

1 982; Lott, 1985).

views

they hold similar

results of this divisiveness
classroom

than another

are almost exclusively

thus limiting

of research

in a broader

1 984; Lott,1985).

to make more money than women

than men, even though
A plethora

1990).

in society

Sutton 1982).

from the

(Leck, 1990)-

(Harper,

well as being over represented

Broverman

as less important

1981 ; Lipman-Blumen,

with traditional

Men continue

(p.75). Likewise,

and men are segregated

status

were excluded

bind by the fact that different

have been viewed

society

women

with women

In their conclusion,

put in a double

as more valuable

of a patriarchal

Vocationally,

adult.

than for adults"

to society

This was found to be true for both men

associated

a healthy

are clearly

exist for women

foundation

adult.

Differences

Hall & Sandier,

that does not need to be
or interaction

For example,

higher order questions,

(Davis, 1997).

in elementary

listened

to, criticized

and
and

40
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rewarded

more than girls (DeFrancisco,

inherent

abilities,

variables

while

exclusive

the success

of any innate

women's

failure

is charged

stereotypes

become

stereotypes

are perpetuated"

a filter

As adult

of women

disposition

also true, that is, men are presumed
while

1992).

is credited

to fail due to bad luck or other

to a lack of ability

...influencing
(DeFrancisco,

individuals
Meyer

and culturally,

have

been

& Vazquez,

1992).

The Berdache

of India are examples

of Native

(Bullough

accounts

of individuals

& Bullough,

the true gender

(Bullough

& Bullough,

gender

identity

publicized
request
were

issues

sent to Dr. Harry

the United
procedures

Today,

that remain
individuals
States
(Walker

of years,

and research

of individuals

culture,

gender,

p.13).

was piqued

is filled

for surgical

for the diagnostic
1986).

to be viable

& Cromwell
and the Hijras

with numerous

gender

is considered

The contemporary

interest

in

with the highly

With the publicity,

sex reassignment,
Dr. Benjamin
and treatment
An estimated

so

of the individual

society,

candidates

role

the masquerade

in the 1 950's

Jorgensen.

a standard

themselves

History

in Anglo-western

Out of his work,

consider

of Burma,

upon the death

1987,

(Derogates,

of a third gender/gender

as the opposite

& Edgerton,

legend

1 988; Jacobs

the Acault

Money,1988).

Benjamin.

(Pauly

such

the lives of transsexual

1 986; Doctor,

of Christine

gender

whereby

and mythic

acceptance

(Devor,

reassignment

from thousands

transsexual

1993).

variables,

Experience

was only discovered

and permanent"

surgical

protocols

1993;

who passed

complete,

...discrete

American

of a socio-cultural

category

to be

& Edgerton,

external

is

p.47).

both as biography

1 978; Pauly

to

The reverse

Thus,

interactions

1992,

for thousands

recorded

(Lott, 1985).

people's

is attributed

to luck or extraneous

(APA, 1991 ; Lott, 1985).

The Transsexual
Historically

men, success

came

the

most of whom

established
regime
60,000

treatment
of

individuals

for sex-reassignment

et al., 1990).
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in

Power

The research
areas,

etiology

on transsexuals

and diagnosis.

'theories

on gender

theories

of causation

referred

to in the Diagnostic

For continuity
this text.

as it pertains

and brevity,

as the other

persistent

the person

of one year,

Edgerton,

1 986; Walker,

During
will adopt

et al., 1 990; Chong,

their "stereotypic

more convincingly

does

not recognize

and early

picture"

as that gender

the existence

one of the most difficult

time when

one is not easily

(1977)

found

relationships

many

recognized

1997;

There

is a danger

as a transsexual
what

Wicks,

or other

individuals

appears

1977).

periods

of transition.

had difficulty

or rejection,

disorder"

is

for a
(Pauly

many

person.

Many

in order

to appear

American

During

society

a period

this time,

in forming

or ambiguous

not all transsexuals
This is especially

have

been

Wicks

of loneliness

assaulted

presentation

have difficulty

of

personal

to a sense

gender

true of female

or

role (Devor,1987).

is experiencing

leading

individuals

&

individuals

in this time if one is not able to pass completely

to be a blended

However,

phase,

or gender

gender.

the gender

procedure

Contemporary

of transitioning

as either

for fear of embarrassment

and isolation.

portraying

aspects

recognized

transsexual

1997).

a

1993).

of their choice

of a third gender

Therefore,

identity

surgical

on in the transition

(Davis,

sex,

sex and,

of their choice

1 990; Jessop,

of the gender

disorder".

about

of "gender

any irrevocable

is

to be the other

as the other

to live full time in the gender

life test"

identity

of inappropriateness

the diagnosis

prior to undergoing

the "real

pass

Once

and social

to be used in the body of

the desire

to live and be treated

1994).

is required

will continue

stating

sex and sense

entitled

on the biological

IV, as "gender

12

in two general

The term "transsexual",

Manual

include:

primarily

back to the section

for a discussion

the term "transsexual"

in one's

minimum

is referred

and Statistical

sex, a desire

discomfort

concentrated

to transsexualism.

in diagnosis

role of that sex (DSM-IV,
made,

The reader

role development",

The criterion

passing

has been

Differences

passing

or is

for
(Davis,
during

to male transsexuals

this

Power

affer hormonal

reassignment

Follow
surgery,

up studies

indicate

Blanchard,

Pauly & Edgerton,

(Pauly

transsexuals

reporting

(Pauly & Edgerton,

slightly

age (Pauly

Blanchard

et. al. (1989) reports

acceptance
to alleviate

of individuals

Blanchard

& Fahrner,

poor surgical
& Edgerton,

outcome,

dissatisfaction

than female

with oneself

Freschi

instability,

to
and

and Robin, 1990).

as reason cited for dissatisfaction
transsexual.

An individual

prior to transition,

after transitioning

in a

who has an

does not look for surgery

or to be the sole cause of an increase

have a higher level of satisfaction

after sex

to male transsexuals

Factors contributing

1 986; Mate-Kole,

1988;

with male to female

personal/social

loss of income

(Pauly, 1990;

are dissatisfied

et. al., 1989)

1988).

of cases for the male to female

of and satisfaction

reassignment

Kuiper & Cohen-Kettenis,

higher dissatisfaction

1 986; Kockott

include;

number

& Dickey, 1989;

& Edgerton,1986,

sexual

with the reorientation

A small percentage

increasing

limited

who have completed

are satisfied

Clemmensen

reassignment

dissatisfaction

on individuals

1986).
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(Hope, 1997).

most individuals

Steiner,

Differences

in self esteem,

into his/her

new gender

will

role

(Davis, 1997).
Limitations
Most of the literature
causative

factors

information
surgical

or issues

is available

ooncerning
involved

categories

associated

information

regarding

experience

of the transsexual

autobiographies

This information

these groupings.
are scant.

protocols.

on either the

Some statistical

versus

dissatisfaction

tends to be quantitative,
(for example),

Qualitative

but provides

information

pffer

naming
little indepth

on the social

There are many biographies,

pieces written

of the transsexual

concentrates

of satisfaction

with dissatisfaction

and opinion

detail the social facets

transsexuals

in treatment

on the incidence

sex reassignment.

in the Literature

from the lay point of view describing

experience

However,

information

in

regarding

Power

the experience
nonexistent

of change

in status and other social proclivities,

from a scientific

body of scientific

literature

relates to the perception

framework-

Differences

are virtually

This study intends to add information

on the social experiences

of power and status.

of transsexual

individuals

to the
as it

14

Power

Ill.

qualitative

research

addresses

the topic from this particular

thorough

examination

predetermined

(Patton,

in areas that are relatively
advantages
gathering

information

artificial

being flexible,
issues.

1987).

and interactions

of others.

Therefore,

focus groups

in an easily understood

information

interview.

and privilege

living in the gender
experienced

through

of choice,

unique

the experiences

the transsexual

perspective

literature

The specific

1 ) What is an individual's

approximate

the

versus the

of this they have the advantage

with believable

results

presented

1988).

examination
of transsexual

is in the unique
association.

questions

experience

of the link between
individuals.

position

Onoe

of having

Thus a depth of knowledge

pertaining

gleaned

from a

to this study are:

of social power and status affer sex

reassignment?
2) How do the reactions

of

and unanticipated

as well as new information

research

influenced

Questions

both sides of the gender/power

may be added to the existing

has much to offer

focus groups

Morgan,

The focus of the study was to make an indepth
power

of

There are several

both anticipated

1988;

Research

gender,

the constrictions

within a group of people,

Because

and explore

(Krueger,

allow an

are social individuals

have high face validity

manner

methods

Focus groups are easy to conduct
People

that is to generate

Finally,

method.

1988).

A

exists that

Focus group methodology

interaction

of a controlled

literature

detail without

new to the field (Morgan,

of volunteered

methodology.

Qualitative

from group

circumstances
situation

view point.

Design

design

as little scientific

issue gaining

to using this qualitative

by the comments
natural

was chosen

of a particular

categories

Research

study using a qualitative

design

15

Methodology

The Use of a Qualitative
This is an exploratory

Differences

of co-workers

and the community

at large differ from

Power

when one is assumed

to be male to when one is assumed

Differences

to be female

16

and

ViCe versa?

Participant

Selection

In order to collect the data, two focus groups
total of eight participants.
in order to obtain

Focus groups

...high quality

their own views in the context
groups

are generally

homogeneous
female

transsexuals

represented

four individuals
individual

(Patton

had agreed

in schedule

scheduled

despite

1987).

of the Gender

the purpose
Center,

interested

bureau

publicly

retained

regarding

affect them" (Patton,
group

methodology.

1987,

Focus

and tend to be
male to

three participants
to male group,

however

circumstances

to conduct

Originally
one

Due to

this focus group as

for the study, the author met with the executive
in Minneapolis,

procedures

Minnesota.

with the director

in touch with several

by the Gender

their gender

Education

to participate
p.54) is consistent

Bringing

After discussing

of the Gender

individuals

F). These

experiences.

and self selecting.

and experiences

p.135).

of participants

Center

to put the author

he study were voluntary
background

in the female

in being a part of the study (appendix

of a speakers
speaking

Education

can consider

The other focus group

the author decided

number

and data collection

she agreed

people,

at the last minute due to unforeseen

the limited

people

(Patton, 1987,

and contained

to participate

In order to obtain participants
director

where

of a

for data collection

One of the focus group represented

five participants.

coordination,

consisting

as the method

from five to eight

to male transsexuals

had to cancel

difficulty

of the views of others"

and contained

female

were chosen

data in a social context

small averaging

in nature

were conducted

who might be

individuals

Center

were members

who were accustom

All individuals
together

in a group...about

Education

participating

individuals
major

to
in

...of similar

issues which

with, and is the objective

of using a focus

Power

Focus
evenings.

groups

were

One focus

group

one hour and fiffeen
seminar

room

conducted
lasted

minutes.

at Augsburg

independent

one hour and forty-five

Both focus
College

groups

groups

a sharing

of control

unrelated

topics

have several
among

group

may occur

and comments

must

Groups

tend to be idiosyncratic

several

groups

in the number

of groups

transsexuals

with one session

Participant

selection

transsexual

and transgendered

be homogeneous

limit the representation,
to that specific
about

group.

the study

selection

1988).

was done

using

contacted

for the experiences

with the organization

sample

size in this study

data

they were

is

or

analysis
given.

it is best to include
was limited

both

was one group
female

to male

used

was small.

one organization

has a speakers

who are familiar
forum.

of participants

but the study

manner

There

there

of irrelevant

This study

and one representing

and restrict

cannot

in discussing

in the recruitment
For these

focus

with

groups

tends

in speaking

lives in this manner.

who are not associated
of participants.

tend to
to

of the findings

for the experiences

reasons,

of

one establishment

were secure

their

of individuals

bureau

the generalizability

account

in the

and comfortable

Although

from

In this case all the participants

who are not comfortable
account

in which

of sessions.

in a public

bias the sample

their experiences,

individuals

individuals

experiences

in nature,

Because

This makes

For this reason

(Krueger,

The organization

their gender

private

per each group.

for this study

of volunteers.

1988).

in the context

and vary widely.

method.

and discussion

1 988; Morgan,

transsexuals

recruitment

discussing

detours

and in the number

male to female

lasted

Issues

members,

one session

representing

the other

held in the same

as a research

be interpreted

or more than

on separate

minutes,

limitations

(Krueger,

difficult

were

17

in Minneapolis.

Measurement
Focus

of one another

Differences

publicly

of
Nor can
in some

Additionally,

the generalizability

of the

the

Power Differences 18
findings

are limited

immediate

study

...the

and can not be extrapolated

group.

intent

However

of focus

Krueger

groups

with confidence

(1988)

beyond

the

notes,

is not to infer but to understand,

not to

generalize
but to determine
the range, and not to make statements
about
the population
but to provide insights about how people perceive a
situation.
As a result-..while
a degree of randomization
may be used, it is
not the primary factor in selection
(p.96).
Questions
differences

and were

Research

another.

Because

concrete

validity

validityo.

Investigators

measurement

instrument

by subject

likelihood

of social

conducted

give responses

questions
would

self report)
desirability

not lifted from a

information,

between

groups
from

men and women.

of transitioning

does

The

from one gender

it was not possible

The instrument

(i.e. the reaction
are nominal

face forum,

to

to establish

appear

to have face

the validity

focus

Although
groups,

measure

gathered

of others

and continuous
error

of a similar

wanted

to the study

or responses

the data was collected

was repeated
was intended

Since

There

using

the information

to the same
as a preliminary

group

as
is a

the interviews

may have been tempted

to hear,

it is conceivable

participant

in measure.

in this study.

the participants

the examiner

light.

if the same

the information

were

was to gather

the process

measurement

believed

and interactive

questions

from the Wilder

prior to application.

in a face-to
they

Zierman

may wish to establish

in this study

in a favorable

be similar

However,

in the future

of Carol

for the focus

issues

of the questionnaire.

described

themselves

ask about

on power

specifically

differences

of the aforementioned

The variables

were

groups

the power

did not specifically

These

developed

of the focus

concerning

from the literature

with the assistance

and were

The intent

transsexuals,

stemmed

in St. Paul Minnesota.

measure

conducted.

groups

developed

Foundation

standardized

questions

for the focus

to

that portray
open

ended

gathered
over time.

investigation

hoping

Power

to inspire

further

research

investigating

the issues

using

a different

Differences
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methodological

design.
Data
Data was collected
facilitator.

Once

had expressed
(appendix

forms

in the focus

participants

were

focus

interactions

afterwards,
rules.

given

participants

Each

was then given

form to read and sign.
the study,

procedures,

questions

had been

There
Again,

questions

Research

experience

thoroughly

five open
were

information

ended

rules explaining
were

questions

were

was also collected

asked

were designed

yet open

Because

group

within

ended

that realm.

audio-taped
through

were

discussions

in the groups

to allow

study,

from

pen and paper

Additional

questionnaire

signed

and all

D).

the Wilder
specific

to the

range

groups

group

the questions

and transcribed.

any part of

(appendix

focus

Each focus

consent

began.

for a broad

The separate

order.

this is an exploratory

regarding

forms

the ground

and audio

to elicit responses

enough

in the same

form

Zierman

for

to read the material,

to ask questions

focus

prior to

the procedures

asked

After the consent

a

discussion,

they had regarding

with the aid of Carol

Questions

including

to preview

group

a copy of the consent

answered,

set of questions

The interviews

the focus

Participants

forms.

developed

and interpretation

minutes.

ground

time was allowed

or consent

correlation,

the same

of ninety
tested.

Again,

Foundation.

gender/power

asked

were

C).

and

a letter of introduction

was to be conducted,

had time to ask any questions

participant

with the researcher

B) was sent for the individual

a set of written

as

Along with the letter of introduction,

Prior to beginning

(appendix

with the researcher

in the study;

of how the study

(appendix
group.

groups

had been in contact

to participate

the details

Procedures

focus

was sent to the individual.

copy of the consent

group

participant

a willingness

risks and benefit,

participation

in face-to-face

a potential

A) explaining

Collection

of
were

ran an average
were not predemographic
given

at the end

Power

of each focus
collected

group

session

at the conclusion

for discussion

within

(see appendix

E).

of the sessions

the focus

Demographic

Differences

information

in order to assure

ample

20

was

time and energy

groups.
Data Analysis

The data from this study
analysis

looking

separately

for recurrent

is descriptive,

themes.

but later aggregated

concepts

were

identified

easy to identify
recurrent

similar,

themes

Data from each focus

according

and organized
different

had been

and was examined

to similar
according

and recurring

identified,

using

group

and relevant
to topic.

themes.

content

was analyzed

themes.

Key

This grouping

Once

the data was added

made

the concepts

it

and

to the findings

in aggregate

form.
Protection
Several
harm to focus
fund

precautions
group

of individuals

educational

Education

through

the director

individual

participants.

These

Center

also outlined

that they can choose
any question
informed

and initial

choosing

either

current

event

that a delayed

negative

were

to engage

in public

speaking

outlining

the purpose
nature

of the study.

reaction

Center

a

For

for the

was made
in the study,

Participants

have no effect

Education

bureau

the

how

of participation.

potential

from

forums

of the study,

the group,

Additionally,

or not would

interest

emotional
drawn

participants

Upon expressing

at any time during

emotional

of a speakers

with potential

and benefits

with the Gender

any potential

participants

are members

agency.

too unmmfortable.

or future,

to minimize

and the voluntary

risks

to participate

Subjects

potential

contact

of invitation

to withdraw

deemed

asked

individuals

will be preserved,
the possible

in order

To begin,

of that same

was sent a letter

confidentiality

taken

who are regularly

purposes.

Gender

were

of Human

The letter
were

or choose

notified

not to answer

participants

were

on their relationship,

or Augsburg

may have ozurred,

College.
participants

In the

Power Differences

were provided
tailored

with a list of counseling

for GLBT (Gay, Lesbian,

agencies

Bisexual

that provided

services

and Transgendered)

identified

21

specifically
individuals

and issues.
At each focus group,
to engaging
information
allotted

participants

in the actual focus group
already

for answering

revived

only while engaged

process.

by the participant

any questions

focus group procedures.

were given a set of ground

Participants

rules reiterated

in the letter of introduction.

or concerns

the participant

were asked to address

in focus group discussion

were used in the final written

These ground

rules to read prior

to assure

report of the findings.

the

Time was

had about the study or

each other by first name

confidentiality.

No names

Power

IV.

Findings

and

Differences
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Discussion

Findings
Participant

Demoqraphics

There

were

a total of eight

participants

in the male to female

participants

considered

area while

one lived

or vocational
graduated

training.

Baccalaureate

and the oldest

in their gender
Length

of time working

average

being

current

position

was retired
group.

while

Of the remaining

the other
hours

had been

per week,

average
gender

36.6 years

Responses

had begun

averaged

worked

an average

of choice

All

in an urban
of college

and two had

of age.

regarding

did not respond

Participants

to this question,
before

worked

one

the focus

for 1 year while

an average

of 29.6

per week.

ranging

of choice

had been

with the

living

in the

from 4 to 20 years.

for 8.3 years

On

with this time

of time they have held their current

from 2 to 11 years.

per week

with the

of time in

in age from 34 to 39 years

of 11.6 years,

The length

length

in her position

in this group

in the gender

had been living

from 3.5 to 13 years.

a month

Participants
worked

was 31

from 1 year to 13 years,

one had been

ranged

and ranged

of 51.6 hours

ranging

a new job less than

for 5 years.

for an average

in this group

ranged

to the question

from 12 to 50 hours

5.6 years

lived

of age, the youngest

with this time span

two participants

from 4 to 11 years.

position

seven

of col!ege

participants

One participant

they had been working

ranging

years

five

to male group.

had at least two years

48.6 years

On average,

to male participants

of their choice

average
span

being

averaged

in her position

ranging

The female

group

widely.

another

groups;

degrees.

in the gender

varied

the two focus

in the female

All participants

for 7.5 years,

4.1 years.

and three

One had three

65 years.

of choice

between

to be European-American,

in a rural area.

The male to female
years

group

themselves

technical
with

participants

ranging

only from

Participants

in this group

50 to 55 hours

per week.

Power

Focus group questions
prominent

themes.

expectation

elicited

The categories

and stereotyping,

the pronouns
gender

grouped

referring

of choice;

pronouns,

The information
confidentiality

are as follows:

separately

together

with male to female

to each participant

participants

is presented

of the individuals

in aggregate

responses

and female

to

indicated,

with that participant's

will be referred

will be referred

role

experience

Unless othenuise

will be congruent

to male participants

gathered

and transsexual
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several

power and status, gender

under each heading.

so that male to female

and female

that can be group around

career and employment,

Each theme will be presented
male responses

information

Differences

to with feminine

to with masculine

pronouns.

form in order to further

protect the

who took part in the focus group discussions
Power and Status

Global Observations:
Male to female
status in society
physical

participants

as women.

reported

Participants

very broad generalizations

about their

stated they were not taken as seriously

in a

sense as one stated,

There were things it was assumed I couldn't do, that it was assumed I
could do before, just in terms of physical abilities, like lifting and such.
There was a perception
was not recognized,

among the majority

of the participants

their actions were not accorded

of men, and it was harder for them to be heard.
being female, "you lost your intelligence,

regarding

at a hardware

traditional

store was given.

specifically

noted of

you lost your position",

punctuated

by, "you

male activities

However

by other shoppers

as men, a certain

was assumed.

As men, it was-presumed

what they were looking for, and what they were Nng.
approached

as high of a value as the actions

One participant

had to do a lot more talking to prove yourself".
expertise

that their intelligence

and asked qus

level of

The example

of shopping

they knew what they wanted,
In many cases they were

regarding

hardware

ts

m how

Power

to accomplish

a certain

task on home

maintenance

and repair.

Differences
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put it

this way,
I can remember
when I was a male, I used to be asked
People'd
(sic) come up and ask me questions.
However

as women,

store to answer

they were

questions

store employees.

never

and often

approached
times

Of this a participant

by other

received

answers.

customers

patronizing

in the hardware

service

by hardware

responded,

I love hardware
stores.
I go in there and a lot of times I have projects in
my head...but
when I'm read more as a woman the guys'll go, 'can I help
you? Do you know what a screw is, you know what a nail is?' You know
things like that...that
doesn't happen when I'm perceived
as a male.
However

in a cohort

participant

noted

setting

where

a relationship

had already

by women

for the purpose

she is approached

been

established,

one

of information

exchange,
I get asked
class.
Female
physical

that by other

to male

labor.

That

women

participants

is, they were

in a peer setting,

noticed

a similar

like in my paper

but opposite
for labor

assistance

As men it was do it yourself,

tires or carying

groceries.

help was offered.

One participant

said, "\/Veil, as a woman

as a man it's do it yourself...

were

looked

at and spoken

to directly

other

service

professionals.

Some

a decrease

in the frequency

compared

to when

they were

this might

be the case.

approach

("hands

regarding

not offered

such as changing

you, you know,

effect

making

perceived

everybody

by counter

they were

help, female
experienced
offered

as women.

flight

Speculation

as women
to help

observed

attendants

an increase,

assistance

activities

wants

. Also as men, participants

participants

in which

intensive

while

they
and

while

others

shopping

was mixed

as to why

Some

thought

it might

be related

to a new trend

in marketing

off"), others

thought

it might

be related

to the idea that men do not

Power

need

help in making

clothing

stores

decisions.

more offen

n were

and status
thought

to male
had to "

to take longer

way in which

women

assistance

help with something...Like
if I'm looking
p you with?'
It seems like more and more,
or like a...clothing
store, you know. Except for
't need help making a decision.
I know
what I came in here for.
observed

but women

and offered
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other type of store.

than

I'm not asked as much ifl
for something,
'what can I
the less I hear that. Except
that. But otherwise...like
1
what I want, I'm a guy. I
Female

approached

Differences

" these

to achieve
earned

men did not have to work for their power
positions.

Positions

one were female.
and status

of high status

According

were

to participants,

also

the

was to "act like men".

I think they [womenl have prove their maleness.
That's why they call
them dragon ladies, isn't a . You know, those women that act like men, so
to speak, in the work place
Masculine
voice.

behavior

However,

it was also

lower the woman's
labeled

was defined

status,

a "bitch".

Participants

and not something

Hierarchy

of Status

presentation
had more

noticed

partici
in

and bei

as an open

Even so, this status

taking

case of an assertive
were given
needed

charge,

and using

may have the opposite
woman

power

being

effect
viewed

and respect

a loud
and
as or

as a "right

or

to be earned.

was in a position

a decrease

to the world
status

tactics

felt
th

assertive,

and Power:

A male to female
man, then

these

as in

passage",

being

when

participants

agreed

have come

into question)

perceived

when

depicting

subsequently

viewed

al than when

was not as

experienced

t status

h as the status

of high power

raised

being

as a gay male.

she was perceived

of "woman".

ar status

transsexual
and respect

as a

an androgynous

status

his lifestyle.

(in cases
level.

She felt she

as a gay man.

The lowest

as a gay man who was lying about

that honesty

and respect

where

was

Other

that may

Power

Differences
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Once I did transition in the work place, it actually liberalized the whole
work place and I was getting more respect than I had before. Where they
seemed to respect me...as a transsexual person more than they had
thinking that I was a gay male living in a facade of a heterosexual
relationship
and having a wife and child and everything else. Where I
was being read one way, reality was different, but nobody knew, and
once it was brought up what was actually happening, their attitudes
changed.
The transgendered
seemed to garner more respect than the
gay-male sort of persona; they both seemed to be below...the
opposite
ends of the spectrum.
Another

participant

approached

this same idea by making

this statement,

I think there's something suspect about being perceived as apart from
either of assigned categories, being outside the binary. And I think that
that's what we face more than the simple aspect of role transition...
Female
society,

to male participants

presenting

situations.

commented

as a man garnered

One participant

since men have a higher status in

them better treatment

across

a variety of

gave this subtle example:

it's happened more than once, standing to pay for a check, like in a
restaurant or something.
I had this happen with a friend of mine the other
day, a woman, and she had been standing up there for at least thirty
seconds and then I walked up, and only the two of us were standing there.
Well they came to me first, to take my money. Why...? That was kind of
weird to me, that's happened before. What, am I in more of a hurry...?
On occasions
him as female,
offended.

an assumption

had corrected

to try to bolster

women

in this society

a woman

who displays

was "l must be deeply

my wounded

masculinity".

are not sanctioned

That is, a man who shows feminine
whereas

someone

who mistakenly

was made that the participant

He states the assumption

over backwards
masculine

when the participant

characteristics

masculine

had been gravely
insulted

and they like bend

Participants

as severely

believed

as effeminant

risks a reduction

characteristics

identified

that
men.

in social status,

takes no such risk.

Like the idea that women...are
more masculine, they're rewarded within
certain parameters,
and men are supposed to be better than women as
far as, you know, society goes. So if you present as a man, you're going

Power

Differences
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to be treated better. Whereas if you are a male bodied person who looks
effeminate, then your social status...goes
down, and why the hell would
you do that voluntarily, you pervert.
One participant
changed

commented

he was finding

for him and wishing

year of transitioning

it hard to remember

he would have been asked these

He Felt the differences

in treatment

him in his first year as a man than they are currently
Globally
perceived

for both groups,

even lower if the gay man was perceived

perceived

as a transsexual

was viewed

(homosexual
Both groups
Personal

thought

Safety

aspect

of power.

women

dropped

reported

an increase

regarding

one's special

reported

of respect

power

while men did not.

in awareness

about personal
feeling

For example,

they never would have avoided

of this power

when

level in the hierarchy.

regarding

as a man.

Participants

reported

they

also

their cars, what part

or not they were alone.

by being smart in using "situational

as an

by and needing

some participants

where they parked

in and, whether

safety

threatened

they felt they had lost some power in the realm of safety but agreed
a portion

participant,

circumstances

ones status to the lowest

participants

of the city they found themsetves

reclaim

was dropped

about his circumstances

For a male to female

spoke specifically

to be more aware of their surroundings.
situations

position

men

8pace:

participants

As women,

avoided

This deprecated

had to earn their position

and Personal

Male to female

Homosexual

higher than that of (open) gay MALES but lower than

In all cases dishonesty
or transsexual),

to

when

but one who was honest about her circumstances,

as lying somewhere

that of women.

in his first

years into his transition

in second.

as being dishonest

to be heterosexual).

had

were much more striking

several

coming

were seen to have the least status and power.

proclaiming

questions

power and status was seen to be highest

as men, wnh the status of women

(for example

how things

Generally

it was possible
strategies"

to

Power

Perhaps

the most profound

loss of safety,
lasting

and dramatic

is of a participant

five years.

example

of a loss of power coupled

who found herself

Of that relationship

Differences

involved

in an abusive

with a

relationship

she comments:

I don't think I would have surrendered
as much control and power to this
guy...as I had if I wouldn't have perceived myself as female and followed
his definition of what that meant. Now you can debate that not all women
do that, and that's true, and you can also debate that I was in a unique
situation in that respect, and that's true too; but it's still something that's
more prevalent with women than men that they're prone to fall into a
relationship
where the partner tends to dominate their lives.
Female
safety,

to male participants

address

rather they spoke more in terms of the amount

as men.

In their observations

each other, more personal
settings.

space,

or as strangers

that he has been approached
never as a woman

this participant
attributed

while women

the issue of personal

of space that was given to them

they found that generally

This was true for people

acquaintances,

another

did not directly

men are granted

stand close to one another

who knew each other as co-workers,

approaching

and grant

on the street.

in social

as

One participant

explained

on the street to buy drugs many times as a man but

or when exhibiting

an ambiguous

gender

presentation

However,

also noted that men would veer out of his path on the sidewalk.

this to a type of territorial
man might respond

phenomenon

as a result of not knowing

He

how

in any given situation.

People give me a lot more personal space...men
in particular.
I'm on the
sidewalk and they're on the sidewalk, they're gonna make sure that...l
have a comfortable
amount of distance of my own...you know, I'm not
going to fuck with you because who knows what's gonna happen, so it's
this kind of a territorial kind of thing.
Respondents
gender

presentation

Their experiences

noted they were verbally
was androgynous
lead them to believe

harassed

more in public when their

or when they were perceived

as a gay male.

that when others did not know clearly what

28

Power

gender
others

they were,

time
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then the participants' gender ceased to be solely their own and

Telt they had the right to that information.

ambiguous

Differences

One respondent spoke of that gender

in this way;

First of all, you know, your gender is not your gender [it] is a public
property and they can come up to you and say, 'are you a man or are you
a woman?'
And...people
think they have the right to make
comment...running
out loud commentaries
about what your gender may
or may not be.
Participants
using

public

believed

restrooms

However

discovered

as a transsexual,

dangerous

places

restrooms,

leaving

station.

social

power

One participant

expressed

related

encounter

to the fear of being

restrooms

are inherently

lengths

to avoid

to use the bathroom

deal of anxiety

up this sentiment

when

about

using

facilities

using

in this way, "you

public
don't

public

at a gas
toilet

have the

to go to the bathroom".

Global

Role

Expectation

and Stereotyping

Observations:
Being

was viewed
female

treated

Having

of "really

I mean
peers

participants

under

as a definite

group.

example

female

to a violent

went to great

and driving
a great

summed

Gender

meal,

this was specifically

gatherings

One participant

most vulnerable

not to an idea that public

for men.

All participants

facilities.

they were

being

social

treated

felt they eased

was described

like a woman".

peers

appropriate

to the female

and one that was desired

held open

Inclusion

male

and etiquette

change

the door

I just love it".
more than

the guise

into female

peer groups

was an aspect

by the male to

as "thrilling"

One participant

of gender

gender

stated,

and given

"l cook every

and associating
role expectation

with
most

into naturally.

I'm included with the women
work, the social level turned

as an

without a doubt.
Even when I transitioned
at
dramatically
to the female even though the

owner, the president of the company [malel, I had known for twenty years.

Power

We were

close

between

part of women
this view

not inherently

are more

two participants.

and termed

prevented

this 'the

but rather

nurturing

and open

One thought

the possibility

female
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friends.

The idea that women
debated

Differences

mothering

these

more

than

men was

traits to be more

inherently

instinct".

of gentleness

minded

Another

participant

in men and argued

recognized

and accepted

those

a

thought
traits

were

in women.

I don't think it's a trait that's inherent to females.
I think it's a trait that's
more accepted
in females and therefore
is more recognized
in females.
Because if it's inherent that there are certain traits that are inherent to
women then that means that men can never aspire to those traits and that
precludes
the possibility
of gentleness
in men.
The female
sentiment.
primary

to male

participants

One participant
relationship

relationship,

there

performed

enjoyed

because

by men and those
her responsibility)

complete

the task.

of stereotypic

the aspect

this made

was a distinct

(normally

spoke

seen

him feel he was 'the

division

expected
suddenly

of being

role obligations

between

became

as the breadwinner

expected

by women.

unpleasant

in his

man of the house'

activities/duties

to be performed

with mixed

When

he was expected

In this

to be
a chore
to

I noticed that with the ex mate of mine, she was raised with the women do
this, men do that,...black
and white like that. Sol would be talked in to
something,
you know, I was expected to do certain things.
Say...go out in
the middle of the pouring rain to feed her horse.
Others

noted

an increase

their intimate

relationships.

automobiles,

and other

cleaning

of the home.

fifty percent
Yeah,

in the number
That
heavy

they were expected

is, they were expected

physical

With this increase

of all household

of duties

chores

duties

in

to take care of the lawn,

as well as contribute

they felt they were

and their total contribution

but I still had to do fifty percent

to perform

of the housework

to the general

burdened
taken
too.

But

with more than
for granted.
had to

Power

take care of the yam,
house and dust.
A similar

discussion

have a firm direction
tolerated

the shoveling,

within

revolved

or career

the families

result

of marriage

having

a career.

being

around

As men they could

had the possible

additional

My sister...was

the idea it was more
However,

of the participants.
upon

burden

never

Participants

as an acceptable
no longer

of having

expected
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the cars and then get back in that

path as a woman.

looked

Differences

speculated

alternative

to provide

to not

as men this was not

rely on marriage

to do anything

acceptable

this was a

for a woman

versus

as an alternative

and

for a mate.

but get married

and make

babies. Whereas, my brother and myself...[it wasl make something of

yoursetf,

RIGHT

One participant

spoke

respect

(i.e. being

and added

NOW!
of his father

a good

pushing

provider).

he looks for his father's

him to be the best he could

He viewed

this as a positive

be in this

influence

fire

in his

approval.

I think he helped me out,...he coached me to be the best I could be and...l
always took, you know, a little for his approval on everything
too.
Communication:
Male to female
more topical
cars,

in content

maintenance

Women's

about

their feelings

expected
men's

were

items

thought

in their friendships.
to socialize
which

men to have conversations

That is, men spoke
while

had an emotional

Women

and desired

conversations

observed

than emotional.

and mechanical

conversations

and relationships.

participants

avoiding

content,

of things

discussion

they spoke

perceived

in the women's'

was a desirable

as female,

groups,

outcome.

such as sports,
of their feelings.

of feelings,

to be able to communicate
Being

that were

and were

One participant

better

emotions
and to talk

participants
excluded
stated,

With [male friend], we were really close but there was...even
though we
talked about everything,
there was this unwritten
law that we never talked
about how we felt about each other and about how our lives were going.

were
from the

Power

Differences
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And with [female friendl, we never talk about anything else. One
day...she said 'I love you', and I'd never had a friend say that to me
before... We've stayed really tight friends and I think it's really expanded
for me the con>pt
of human love in a way that I don't think I ever muld
have with a mate friend.
Another

respondent

stated,

If you want to see a difference, come to one of the parties...all the
guys...they're
all talking cars, or they're talking football, or they're talking
baseball.
And you go over to the other side and you talk to the wives and
so forth, and they're talking emotions, they're talking about this and that,
and there is a very definite difference between a guy and a gal's
conversations.
Female
knowledge
subject.

to male participants

and interest
Conversation

power tools, computer
respondent

in sports

as men, between
hardware

However

One participant

man.

be approached

men, tended

and home repair.

in conversation

to revolve

of conversation

is what we did to the dishwasher
remarked

female

to male participant's

He states

topi>

to have a
with this
such as

like this, one
last night, isn't it

men opened

up to him

to relate to in social
felt they were privy to

they would not have access to as a woman.

felt this put him in a bind when he encountered
as confronting

around

Of conversations

which lead him to feel he had someone

In their male peer groups

certain jokes or topio

that as men they were assumed

as a man, one participant

more about their feelings

conversation,

and would

stated, "like, yeah...this

fascinating".

situations.

observed

the offending

a particularly

party would make him appear

he is much more likely to confront

someone

offensive

less of a

now than he was five

years ago.
Noticed I changed in myself though, when comments that I feel were not
tasteful I have gotten to the point in my life now where I will say something
to the guy... You can call me less of a man if you want if that's what you
think. I used to never do that; I used to just go along because I wanted to
be one of the guys too. Man you know, I didn't want that attitude but I
wanted them to think I was one of the guys.

Power

Differences
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Friendship:
For male to female
much deeper

participants,

and more intimate,

was a result of the perceived
relationships
physically

than friendships

openness

and a willingness
and verbally

friendships

of women

to divulge

more affectionate

feelings.

among women
between

men.

to discuss
Women

were seen to be
The deeper

emotional

issues such as

were thought

in their friendships

intimacy

to be

(i.e. giving hugs and

saying "l love you").
Women are great; they feel, they live and feel, they meet on the street and
they hug and they feel, they talk and communicate.
One participant

spoke

after transitioning

She stated

them that seemed
conversations

of a strengthened

many intimate

like "mother-daughter"

would

and deepened

have taken

relationship

conversations

conversations,

with her daughter

had taken place between

and doubted

these

place had she been male.

I got to thinking about how many conversations
that I know they would
never have come up had I not transitioned.
...There's a lot of mother to
daughter conversations
that she could never even have with her own
mother when...her
mother was alive. We've become extremely close.
Female
congregate

to male participants

in single

gender

also noted that men and women

groups

at social gatherings

Before

felt as if they did not belong

social gatherings,

there was a sense of not fitting in, of being "stuck

taken place, a sense
was

group did not comment
of belonging

in either the male or female

on this phenomenon

to that same gendered

to

being perceived

men, participants

The male to female

tended

as

group at

on the outside"
Once transition

group (in this case male)

experien>d

You know, I have somebody to relate to... in most social situations,
instead of feeling like l'm...l'm stuck outside this group and that group.
The men are-.., the girls on this side and the boys on that side kind of
thing, so that's fairly interesting

had

Power

However,

friendships

of mistrust.

In casual

were guarded
Participants
believing

between

the sexes were thought

settings,

participants

in their presence

them to be sexually

noted women

and attributed

felt, as men, women

to be viewed
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with a great deal

who did not know them well

this to being perceived

were suspicious

Differences

of their motivations

as male.
for interaction

driven.

Even in context of starting to create friendships with a woman, or be
romantically
involved with a woman, there's a whole different set of
dynamics when you're perceived as male... I think a lot of the stereotypes
about men and motivations
and how sexuality's expressed comes out.
Like you can't be making decisions from a balanced place, it has to be
From below the belt.
Employment
Several

respondents

reported

it was a given that one would
among

the participants.

during
viewed

of transitioning
the transition

They conceded

economic
lesser

being in a middle

employee.

power in the course

Another

income.

of her transition.

was forced

to change

was debated

atmosphere

or not

somewhat

has change
through

in
the

to the ability to retain one's job

management

One participant

Whether

to keep their positions

seen as contributing

and lesser jobs till she was working

on welfare.

and/or

the employment

for some individuals

Factors

include

as a valuable

a loss of position

lose their job when transitioning

recent years and it is possible
process

and Career

position

and being

felt she had given up a great deal of
She found

temporary
careers

herself taking

positions

resulting

and finally

in a financial

a series of
ending

up

set back that

took seven years to rectify.
So in terms of the power aspect of it, in financial terms, I think the act of
transitioning
has cost me a lot of power. I think the times when I have
been perceived as female, are times when I've been hired, but I've never
been hired at a level mmparable
to what I had before.
Many reported
performance

evaluation

being treated

differently

and professional

as a woman

etiquette.

in regards

In this regard,

to work

participants

noted

Power

efforts

in their jobs were both trivialized

after telling
"well,

her supervisor

she was changing

we're going to be scrutinizing

making

business

calls, as a woman,

prior to being received

became

phenomenon

vacant.

especially

as female

they would be pleased
feminine

One respondent,

(from male to female)
now of course".

positions

Participants

was told,
When

also noted a sense

to those who did not know them

they encountered

an expectation

work or fill in for secretaria)

The impressions

were; secretarial
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they felt they were made to sit and wait longer

repeatedly,

Once viewed

more closely.

your work more closely

work place that they would do secretarial
suddenly

genders

into a face to face interaction.

of having to prove themselves
prior to transitioning.

and examined

Differences

the participants

are "women's

positions

in the
that

had about this

work" and, others

by being asked to do work traditionally

considered

assumed
to be in the

domain.

The company which I worked for was extremely small...you still all of a
sudden became relegated to the secretarial type positions, where you
would fill in, in a hurry. You were the one that filled in rather than
someone else. More of that attitude, you know, where as that's a female's
job and you're a female and that's it.
One participant,

affer transitioning,

male dominated

industry)

were beginning

to diversify

formerly

dominated
Female

found

herself to be in a non traditional

but felt this to be to her advantage.
and were looking

for women

She stated companies

to employ

in positions

by men.

to male respondents

noted they were taken more seriously

they did not seem to have to work as hard for their power or respect.
were offen given the floor, or called
counterparts

job (i.e. in a

upon first in business

meetings

on the job,

As men they
while their female

were overlooked.

I've seen other women, you know, you're in a meeting and you have
something to say and they do, and they just kind of pass by them at the
table and listen to what you have to say. And then when you're all done,

Power Differences

'what'd

you say?'

Again as men, the respondents
supervision.

They believed

that request
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were left to work independently

the assumption

of their supervisor.

with minimal

was, if help was needed

A respondent

they would

make

stated it this way;

I think a lot of it comes back to that help issue again; you just don't need
as much if you're a guy. If you need help, you'll ask for it.
In this context
supervision.
behaviors

by comparison,
Female

participants

to male participants

thought
thought

in the work place (i.e. be assertive,

earn the power and respect
behaviors

were not always

the woman's
concurred,

comparable

needed

attributes

to adopt male

However,

these

and may actually

For example,

then he is assertive;

more help or

use a loud voice) in order to

to male counterparts

in the work place.

"If a man is assertive,

women

required

take charge,

seen to be favorable

disadvantage

women

work to

two respondents

if a woman

is assertive,

she's a

bitch".
One participant
competition

was a woman.

how advanced
noteworthy
Another
careers

noted

he had been promoted
He did concede

he would be had he entered

that his advancements

respondent

great deal of azeptance

came when pitted against

and positive

there was acceptance

wariness

about his motives
others.

into this company

Prior to transitioning

although

times when his

that it was not possible

was in a career field dominated

when he transitioned

vulnerable

several

feedback

for him to know

as a woman,
a woman

by women

within his professional

co-worker.

and did not change

(i.e. as a woman)

for his work.

but felt it

there was a

After transitioning,

circles,

by the lay public as his job involved

he was greeted
care taking

of

with

Power

Special

Challenges

of the Transsexual

Differences
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Experience

Isolation:
Isolation

and lack of intimacy

transsexual

experience.

transsexual

phenomenon

strongest,

lives,

One respondent

most troubling

of having

to remain

eventually

of feeling
things

secretive

lead to an inhibited

to male groups

talked

about

about

this sentiment

their gender

to establish

satisfactory

intimacy.

throughout

is one of the
felt the isolation
most of their

Both male to female

of isolation.

Despite
in same

A male to female

in the

in this way, 'the

Participants

identities

friendships

of choice.

obstacles

and the lack of intimacy

being transsexual'.

their sense

into the gender

as the greatest

stated

isolated

about

ability

able to establish

transitioning

were viewed

and female

this, participants
gendered

respondent

groups

were
after

noted:

I sort of felt really
to communicate.
because of being

isolated because I sort of lost that closeness,
the ability
And then because of the sort of self imposed isolation
transgender,
I found myself distancing
From male or
female for awhile and not being able to get into those close relationships
for fear that if I did, somebody
would find out. The nurturing part because
I have isolated...my
feelings from getting close to people, has been a
challenge,
and it's hindered
relationships.
Now that I am post
transitioning,
sort of the walls that were built up prior to that are very tough
to scale, and it's proved a real challenge
trying to let other people in.
...Working
towards rebuilding
that closeness
is a real goal.
Reclosetinq:
One aspect
"recloseting"
inventing

of the transsexual

by participants
a past (childhood

the gender

of choice

participants

viewed

negatively
some

affecting

members

experience

in the male to female
for example)

as a way of hiding
a closeted

existence

their quality

of the transsexual

involved
group.

with gender
(thus closeting)
(either

beiore

of life and self esteem.
community

preferred

what

was termed

Recloseting

specific

details

the transsexual

is the notion
congruent

with

status.

The

or after the transition)
They

did acknowledge

to be closeted.

of

as
that

However,

all

Power

the participants

found the idea of being in the closet too restrictive

liberation

they felt in being honest.

approach

discussed

viewed

the person

One possible

by the participants,
as neither

open is summarized

complication

was the potential

male nor female.

Differences

and enjoyed
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the

to this open and honest

castigation

The idea of recloseting

by others who
versus

being

well in the words of one respondent:

But there's something very liberating about being able to be candid about
your past in the present..., before you're worrying about somebody finding
out what you wanted to be, and then afterwards there's the worry about
somebody finding out about what you are, and that's all gone as soon as
you start being honest. ...The first step of that is being honest with
yourself, and part of that is saying there are some ways that no matter
how much I want it, I will never be a woman. And that doesn't mean that
there are other ways that I'm not a woman, it just means that there are just
some things that I just can't have.
The female

to male participants

did speak about hiding certain

lives but did not term this "recloseting".
intimate

encounters

Elaborate

fabrications

with persons
would

unaware

completely

or why certain

participants

keeping

up the fabrication

or simply

primarily

the participant

be spun in order to explain

undressed

told their partner

Hiding revolved

sexual activities

disappeared

became

aspects

around

of their

sexually

was a transsexual.
why one was not getting

could not take place.

too difficult

to handle,

For most

and they either

out of the relationship.

I use to tape myself, you know, and I said I had broken ribs. You know, for
month I had broken ribs. I couldn't, you know...you'd
make out or goof
around..-and
oooooh- Then you start getting hot and heavy, 'oh my ribs, I
can't'. And she'd buy it, 'oh no that's okay...that's
okay'. ...Until finally I
couldn't take it. I didn't tell her, but I just disappeared.
But..they, you
know, they believe just about anything you tell them, you know? I mean,
broken ribs,... I had pins in there, and you know...constant...lies.
Openness
participants
respondents

about being transsexual
in this realm.

brought

In their intimate

hit what they termed

a different
or primary

the "glass

set of problems
relationships

ceiling of intimacy".

for the

most or the
This was defined

as

Power

the struggle

between

and how their
often

partner

change

during

relationships
partners

how they viewed
viewed

them

the course

with women

(i.e. gender

and the orientation

themselves

viewed

and sexual

of the relationship

of their association.

believing

may or may not have

themseives

That

is, respondents

to be heterosexual

the relationship

males,

in the same

Differences
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orientation)
which

would

entered

into

but their

way.

People come into a relationship
with someone
like us with conditions...
That's a problem right there. You've gotta be this or that. Gotta have this
or that. 'I'll 'hy for a while, but I think that you're gonna haffa have this...'
stuff. I dated a woman; we talked about marriage for two and a half years,
and one day she woke up, looked at me and sad, 'you know I'm just not
comfortable
with you sexually anymore...you're
just...l feel like a lesbian'.
Some

had encountered

sexual

encounter

genitalia"

what they termed,

with them

Interestingty,

because

"curiosity

seekers"

they were transsexual

participants

"credited"

those

who wanted

to have a

or had "a different

individuals

for their

type of

honesty.

Acceptance:
Male to female
relationships

participants

from the extremely

accepted

immediately

and gave

her helpful

any discourtesy
by it [gender

from

change]".

information

"I had a guy working

inches

away...
or jobs.

of female

standpoint,
woman

friends

One respondent

spoke

positive.

who took her "under

even from

people

threats

type of loss during

of this in terms

was

their wing"
...l never

who were totally

the opposite
death

and work

One woman

She also stated,

experienced

some

in their social

behavior.

for me who screamed

Most had experienced

of acceptance

to the extremely

on feminine

the working
Another

a range

negative

into a circle

stating,

as friends

noted

had

upset

in the extreme,
in my face from six
their transition

of "price"

So every step has a price; not coming out has a price, coming out has a
price, not having surgery has a price, having surgery has a price. No
matter what you do, it's going to cost you. It is a question of whether or
not you want it enough to pay the price, and if part of that price is
sacrificing
perceived
power in the work place then that's gotta weigh into
the decision,
or in a relationship.

such

Female
their

primary

discussed

to male participants
or intimate

the reactions

knowledge

that

spoke

relationships

of acceptance

(as discussed

of the professionals

he preferred

to remain

from others

above).

who assisted

Power

Differences

mostly

in terms

However,

field traditionally

to the

dominated

by women.
That was one of the things that, you know,... that my therapists
were...one
of the things that gave them pause as to whether or not to consider me
transsexual;
because
I didn't want to go out and use heavy equipment,
you know, any of the-..any of the more stereotypically
masculine
kind of
fields. And that was, you know, that was one of the things that gave the
gatekeepers
pause about me was...not
going out of my way to have a
more male occupational
presence
Almost
themselves
transitioning
regret

all of the participants
and their transition
to the gender

for or made

negative

in both focus

to the gender

of choice
mmment

following

are quotes,

each from

thoughts

and feelings

regarding

spoke

of their choice.

was positive.
to having

different
their

groups

of how they felt about

The end result

Not one participant

made

participants,

the decision
expressing

of

expressed

to transition.
their

individual

own acceptance.

Let's get metaphysical
Power and status.
I think those are terms that
define your worth as...an
individual
relative to others.
And I think one of
the parts of the decisions
that we've made in our lives has been that our
defining our worth relative to ourselves
is more important
than defining
our worth relative to others.
And the paradox of that is...once we succeed
in that particular
crucible, our worth to others increases
just because we
made that particular
step....lt's
a question of defining your status, do you
let others define your status or do you define it. I think that's the core
question.
My social status is so comfortable
because I think it's my age...and
very honest and open and positive...has
a lot to do with it.

of

one participant

him in his transition,

in an occupational
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being

I look at my transition
the same way. When I transitioned,
it gave me that
whole new life; the lire to be myself, to really be myself...before
I was a
mixed bag. A lot of problems
going on, inside/outside.
Now I can just be
myself.

The

Power

Differences

Before when I walked in anywhere
I was kinda,..my
head down trying
suck my chest in and kinda hide. ...Now I walk...standing
tall, looking
around...l
can look in people's
as much as I used to be.

eyes now better...and

I'm not hiding

to

near

I was trying to picture back, if it would even be possible to go back. I can't
even picture how I would act in the old role any more because
I've been
so liberated and I'm so solid where I am now, I can't picture living in a
male role. ...lt's like it never really existed because it was such a lie, and
you were lying to yourself, and it (sic) was a very negative person.
And
then transitioning
and being yourself is a very positive and almost like a
spiritual upliffing, where your being is centered,
you know where you're
at, you know who you are and you can go forward.
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Discussion
Overview
In this study

a total of eight transsexuals

like to live at one time or another
that highlights
differently,

were

or female),

it was extremely

asked

experiences

experiences.

to view their

unique

difficult

(Devor,

1987).

Perhaps

observations

concerning

power

were

than those

discussed

broader

observations

were

primarily

as inherent

to note as gender
as a result

and status

asked

components

in this society

as defined

in the literature.

Although

categories

their transition

of their unique

and reported

of situations

in discrete

not to discuss

to the transsexual

This is important

immutable

for them

is one

and are treated

a wide variety

experiences

of what it was

that emerges

life differently

across

gender

their experiences

The picture

experience

and negatively,

participants

those

as both genders.

how men and women

both positively

shared

(male

process

and

of their gender

is seen as discrete
position,

and

some

by the participants

in this study,

Even so, comparative

from

distinct,

dichotomous

gender

perspectives.
A mixed
overwhelming
gender.

picture
feeling

If participants

good

and bad,

wholly

adopted

improved

along

of sacrifices
of satisfaction
were

with juggling

to change

negative

in living

masculine

or feminine

go back to their

the unique

morphological

qualities

of being

into the desired

role in this society.
and gender

of a new gender,
a transsexual;

as to whether

Each participant
perks

and

they

of setf that subjectively

any question

their gender.

gender

an overall

with the transition

with an acceptance

with the demands,

gender

with

with the new expectations

of life and erased

the right decision
aspects

associated

struggling

their new position

their quality

and joys was described

or not they made

acknowledged

and expectations
Not one participant
role having

once

positive

of either
would

and

the
choose

transitioned

to

Power

Power
Occupation

gnd General

The contributions
all societies,
1985).

Observations
of women

to a greater

preferential
almost

treatment

verbatim

the perception
the female

are treated

drawn

their opinion

with the same opportunity

occupational

settings.

existing

body of literature

Blumen,

line between

York, 1989).
gaining

characteristics,
"bitch"),

are considered

Lott, 1985).

this sentiment

(APA,1991

of women

to voice

true in

This is congruent

with the

(aggression,
in this society,

et at, 1 972; Defrancisco,

1 993; Lipman

there seemed
adopting

to be a fine

male

effect occur (i.e. being labeled

deemed

(APA, 1991,

in general

"ij...they

essential

for the job, they

p.l066).

on occupational

that men are competent
(Davis,1997).

even to the point where one participant

a

[women]

performance

; Davis, 1 997; Deaux 1 995; Hall & Sandler,

must be proven

and

or gain a higher level of

more highly overall

behaviors

or maladjusted"

There is an assumption

while the competence

or given the chance

characteristics

unfavorable

concerning

Both the male to female

in the work place as a woman

men are rated higher

evaluations, than women

and researchers

for the participants,

in 'masculine'

1 984; Lott,

in this study echoed

A similar effect is noted in the literature,

to be abrasive

Likewise,

(Broverman

an opposite,

and losing prestige.
as engaging

masculine

of men in

and are given

This was especially

a presence

are valued

However,

prestige

and having

are perceived

as men.

that indicates

and competitiveness)

1984;

Participants

had to "act like men"

characteristics

overall,

were not "heard"

In order to command

on the job site, women

in society

power and status.

noted women

prestige

1981 ; Lipman-Blumen,

by many scholars

contribution,

to male groups

than the feminine

as less than the contributions

of this position.

the mnclusions
of societal

independence

of Power

of higher status

because
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and Status

or lesser extent (Azmon,

Males hold a position

Differences

in occupational
Participants

was told directly

1 982;

settings
echoed

that her work

Power

performance

would

participants

be "scrutinized"

more closely

noted a sense of repeatedly

as if they had lost their intelligen>
work independently

occupations

were approached

(such as in a classroom
tendency

setting).

on extraneous

There is continued
positions

of similar

organizations
career

(Harper,

inherent
variables

1 990; Sutton,

when adopting
downward

a "series

1982).

positions

in the event of an unexpected

he moved
competition.

Financially,

on in their transition
female

upward

resulting

to male participants

abilities

are thought

individuals

in economic

suffered

in

find their

hardship

sever financial

One participant

vacancy,

economically

or expected

(Davis,

set backs
spiraled

male to female

to assume

secretarial

even if they held a much higher

By comparison,

in his company

although

with the

of higher status within

Offen transsexual

in this group were offered

within the agency.

rapidly

women

of lesser and lesser jobs" till she finally had to receive

Parucipants

position

settings,

had been established

while women's

positions

participants

welfare.

ranking

masculine

that men earn more money than women

their new role as women.

through

men were

(APA, 1991 ; Lott, 1985).

of their transition

Many of the male to female

settings,

may be associated

abilities

documentation

because

Female

and feeling

traditional

in non occupational

This phenomenon

rank, and tend to occupy

path stalled

1997).

However,

that reflected

only when a peer relationship

to view men as having

to be dependent

In non work related

in environments

stores).

as experts

having to prove their competence

supervision

as experts

(e.g. hardware

now that she was a woman.
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in the eyes of others, while the men were leff to

with minimal

seen and approached

Differences

especially
participants

a female

to male participant

when pitted against
tended

noted

female

to have a setback

early

they may have been able to rebuild their finances,
either stayed

the same or steadily

improved

their financial

resources.

Both sets of focus group participants

concurred

while

that men are accorded

the

Power

highest
found

status in this society

with the status of women

a great deal of status variability

perception

transsexual.

perceived

as homosexual

Both groups

thought

held the lowest hierarchical
this regard.
middle

about his/her

between

one participant

operating

by Feinman
(absent

he'd no higher position

Safety

siSSy

fare better in
held a

not honest
man,

role transition"
Results of a study

of these participants

he writes,

..the costs of deviating

than the costs of deviating

than a tomboy"

from the female

from
role...it

(p.297).

as Pgwer
Men take up a large amount

space,

and experience

to transsexualism);

the high status male role are greater
is worse to be a

women

than that of a homosexual

from one gender to another.

the perception

specific

as

to be homosexual)

A transsexual

there was more than "simple

of changing

(1981 ) confirm

information

and that masculine

males and women.

to conclude

in the pro>ss

as neither

they were honest about their situation)

homosexual

circumstanoes

the

male, or perceived

men (often assumed

as well as feeling

encroaches
Participants'

observations

the areas of personal
observations
division
increase

between

as an observation
Territorial

to the transsexual

space

Female

allotted

with no judgment,

considerations

experiences

were thought

experience,

considerations.

or negative,

While some

others dealt strictly with the

to male participants

to explain

(Hope, 1997).

of their power and status found

them across all situations.

positive

of

even if their presence

or psychologically

and space to be important

men and women.

in the personal

either physically

and subjective

safety

were unique

of space and grant other men a large amount

they have the right to be anywhere

on the space of others
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Participants

in their experiences

or effeminate

of status,

(provided

in second.

but those of being perceived

effeminate

position

Transsexuals

position

leading

when including

not only of being male or female,

male or female,

coming

Differences

attached

this phenomenon

experienced

an

This was reported
to this situation.
among the

Power

participants.
involved

A particular

safety issue for female

a fear of discovery

sentiment
respect

among

while using public restrooms.

all the female

led one participant

inalienable
specific

human

to male participants

to conclude

experience

to the transsexual

transsexuals

need to cognizant

physical

the form of avoiding
vigilance

are more vulnerable

participants

vulnerability.

certain

women.

Reclaiming

possible

in part, and was contingent

at any time of course,

personal

safety,

invited attack,

upon restricting

led to behavior

One could still choose

but not without

for both groups,
if not physically
individuals

presenting

This was

between

men and
was only

of choice

by the

to go anywhere

or do

the increased

risk of jeopardizing

than as a man.

harassment.

Experts

agree the time that is most difficult

who have worked

and most dangerous

gender

1997).

also exists in cases where a person feels they have

been "fooled"
account

for violence

by another

person's

for the apprehension

public restrooms.

gender

the female

Often when gender

discernible

manner

the time when that individual's
A potential

is not readily

in

and a constant

to the world in an androgynous

than by verbal

aware

changes

choices,

their freedom

safe on the

and acutely

were living as men.

which was much higher as a woman

with transsexual

suddenly

and a power differential

noted above.

anything

However,

and male to

that power (the ability to feel safe in most places)

changes

in this

of power was

in society

areas of town when alone, parking

noted as a power change

very behavior

sense

in order to remain

became

This awareness

that was not there when the participants

specifically

comfortable

had power over this basic and

of this differential

In this study, male to female

of their personal,

in this study,

experience

noted that women

streets.

Not feeling

he no longer
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This was a pervastve

The loss of this very personal

Davis (1997)
female

to male transsexuals

Differences

presentation

(Davis,1997).

to male participants

was ambiguous,

(Davis, 1 997; Hope,

This may

experience

people would

when using

assume

the

is

Power

individual
would

was a gay man and harass

approach

the androgynous

engage

in vociferous

gender

is unknown

privacy.

This resulted

gender

and therefore

Role

one's

There

is a striving

wholeness

body

(DSM-IV,

perceived/experienced
Demeanor
offen

cooking

to be the primary

money

that one had made
euphoria
ensued

resulting

that role might
an increase

in a picture
entail.

pressure,

associated

regarding

one's

verses

thought

the door

For example

opened

for them,

that included

This was particularly

of choice

of gender

as the other

both positive
true of female

from their families,

an
(Davis,

role in a

gender.

in role expectation
the women

was

who liked

or the man who was expected

a woman

realistic

A

were

Living the stereotype

a more

1986).

may involve

how things

living

nata! sex.

of completeness

and Edgerton

of as stereotypic

in the family.

diminished,

a sense

with the gender

between

not only

with his/her

their experiences

by participants-

especially

of

Experience

process,

it to the other side and was "really"

of this realization

invasions

of inappropriateness

et al., 1 990; Pauly

discussed

generally

maker

whose

being.

in order to obtain

as ane gender

meal or having

public

people

or would

A person

and sanctity

role associated

the differences

upon favorably

every

is a sense

in the transition

patterns

living

and behavior

looked

there

of completeness

contrasting

by these

piece of one's

the gender

in this study

way,

gender,
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Identity

1 994; Mate-Kole

Participants

their

and the Transsexual

both aspects

of the stereotypic

comparative

evidenced

of a loss of sovereignty

but also about

for a sense

1997).

and status

individual

to correct

At other times

ear shot of that individual.

Expectation

as Icons of Gender

about

assuming

power

for this reason.

and ask about

of a core and essential

For the transsexual

striving

within

in a feeling

Gender
Stereotypes

individual

speculation
losses

the person

Differences

appraisal

was an indication

or a man.

Once the

of role expectation

and negative

aspects

to male participants

to be or become

successful

of what
who felt
in

or

Power

their career

path.

the work around
respondents

Also feeling

as if they were burdened

the house was a role expectation

Male to female

participants

all and in three cases lost a substantial

amount

recognition

both positive

of each gender

no participant
satisfied

expressed

accustomed

to working

transsexual

with their gender

based on his career
considered

feminine,

transsexual".

Seemingly,

even among

stereotypic

measure

of gender

non traditional
experience
tolerance

behaviors
identity.

career

who fall outside

1981 ). It is much more accepted

suspicion

for a woman

exclusively

by women.

versed

and

he was a "true

in dealing

with gender

to be the true and accurate

(male to female)

who was also on a

This difference
degree

in
of

norm than for males (Feinman,

to pursue a career

in fields traditionally

a career in Fields dominated

In much the same way as it is more accepted

than for a man to be feminine

almost

for a woman

to

(Feinman,1981).

and Communication

Friendship
in both groups
relationships,

field was strongly

with the idea of a much greater

by men, than for a man to pursue

Friendship

his chosen

are considered

the gender

role, all were

him a

was cast as to whether

participant

Even so,

one or more professionals

professionals

dominated

be masculine

elements.

transformatron

path, did not report a similar encounter.

may again be associated
for females

Because

and choices
Another

There was a

who balked at considering

choice.

of

to these

in their new gender

to male) encountered

with transsexuals,

power.

and negative

of proceeding

stereotypically

issues,

of economic

or distress

(female
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a loss of status and power over

dissatisfaction

with their choice
One participant

role having

with more than fifty percent

that was surprising

experienced

Differences

and communication

of participants.
and the quality

study respondents.

differences

Friendships

in general,

of those relationships

This represents

were linked and discussed

a new finding

what was involved

were very important
as it pertains

at length

in those
topics for the

to transsexuals,

one

Power

that was not reported
Participants

in the literature

observed

sex groupings

at large

conversations

engaged

emotions

ability
bond

she not transitioned,
would

never

concept

friends,

have taken

intimate

place

that was not experienced

Male to female
friendships

of the verbal

participants

and intimated

experienced

to male

to him more often

the quality

expression

a high degree

of one

felt that had

with her daughter
participant

of her female

felt her

friendships

in her friendships

of affection

The

in a closer

in the case

This participant

Another

not be possible

participant

within

of satisfaction

in a way

with men.

This

her friendships.
within

over the friendships

clear whether

this mmfort

was more

their
they

of a feminine

participants

needed

motivation

was always

past.

to exercise
assumed

when

that men spoke

he was living

to relate to in social

level stemmed

mmfortable

as a vestige

observed

as a man versus

as if he had someone

it

members

this

their personal

resulted

conversations

still male.

this as an improvement

to him feeling

whether

family

group

with men as men.

Only one female
feelings

reported

within

of relationships

and satisfying

through

discussed

with men as men.

conversations"

if she were

and would

was a result

and satisfaction

but also between

in same

women

For the male to female

the nature

in "mother-daughter
those

whereas

in their friendships

and discuss

of love was expanded

realization

intimacy

to cluster

and in large groups,

in content,

in their conversations.

emotions

engaging

topical

from relating

to communicate
Contrarily,
a great

deal of caution

to be sexual

to another

in nature.

about

as a woman.

situations

in the language

in friendships
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knowledge.

of individuals

Both privately

that was missing

not only between

participant

gatherings

of greater

something

to address

the tendency

in by men were

was a source

friendships,

and noted

social

and relationships

difference

to the best of the author's

Differences

However,

their
This led

n is

man as a man,
of feelings

with women,
in their approach
Consequently,

not
or

perhaps

male
as their
this involved

Power

leaming

a new way to approach

less of a man if engaged
the female

women

in >rtain

to male group.

as friends.

peer group of men, then to defend

remarks

women

to have a sense of belonging
the individual

had a deeper,

confrontation

of offensive

would risk the abrogation

reflect on his maleness

well established

ease and sense of belonging

sense of being an outsider
say or behave

the transsexual

gender

permeated
gender

suggests

almost

Having

in the

there was an

Prior to transitioning,
This

to the reluctance

to

from their new found group.

of the field.

A pervasive

with others

challenge

sense of isoation

or lesser degree,

based on

to be as salient

as particularly

but proper manner.

that

or to reel completely

seemed

Affer transitioning,

to a greater

to the

one's true identity

relationships

in

among the

a sense of isolation

one that was mentioned

in a familiar

discussion

Prior to transitioning

reported

ability to establish

tied to their transsexualism.

a personal

leads to hiding and loneliness

to carry a secret concerning

the respondents

again how to connect
have presented

was

was not discussed

fitting in, may contribute

all of the respondents

for the study participants,

and categorically

when

care of how that might

This was an area of substantial

at ease in either gender group.
as gender

Later, perhaps

in either peer group (male or female).

that fear of rejection

(Wicks, 1977).

their lives.

impeded

in a

of masculinity.

their friendships,

to a same sex peer group.

and added to the knowledge

of choir,

discussed

by

and Honesty

The literature

participants

participants

then suddenly

women

sense of his own masculinity,

in ways that might derive sanctions

Isolation,Ctosetinq

group.

the quality of friendships

had felt they did not belong

up directly

when it was very important

more likely to occur without

Although

same way as the male to female

participants

process

and to fit into that gender

material

was brought

were made regarding

This was felt most keenly early on in the transition
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The idea that one might appear

types of conversations

if derogatory

Differences

troubling

many had to learn
Although
all of the

this may

Power

respondents

were able to establish

close interpersonal

relationships

Differences

they found

satisfactory.
The inability
reprisal

or unwillingness

and hiding those aspects

sense of isolation

described

prior to transitioning

to be honest about oneself
thought

gender.

they termed "recloseting"

which occurs

past with gender

details

congruent

being viewed

as a liberating

loss of association
abandoned

cannot

honesty,

experience.

and is forced

ways.

For example,

in dealing

gender

with honesty

of their lives was viewed

this practice

was

with others.

thread throughout

for her/his

this theme manifest

participants

Being openly

most of the

honest

forthrightness

about this circumstance

eliminated

out", which in turn had a direct positive

of life and self esteem.

In other instances

as friends,

jobs, income

etc.

attempting

to mask their transsexualism

Female

being honest

to male participants
in their romantic

intimate

acts.

even if

itseff in a number

fett it to be very important

lives, being open about their transsexualism

injury so as to avoid certain

a

of choice.

resulted

of

to be honest

was directly

in status in the work force for at least one participant.

and fear of being "found

feigned

fabricating

was seen as too costly in terms of

an individual

offensive;

male to female

related to an increase

identity

it is an urge to be honest when it feels as if one

to lie, or honoring

about being transsexual.

private

Hiding any aspect

is an underlying

Whether

the subject matter is potentially

and involves

for most of the participants,

for a more open approach

One element,
transsexual

experience.

The

a phenomenon

to be less than desirable

but done when the alternative
Ultimately,

discussed

with the respondent's

in this study found this practi>

intensive

one's true gender

Participants

after transitioning

Respondents

as energy

is termed "closeting".

above is a result of closeting

into the desired

specffic

to be offensive

for fear of negative

the pressure

In their
of hiding

effect on their quality
in some losses,

such

spent a great deal of energy
encounters

However,

by reporting

this was an
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Power

uncomfortable

situation

forthcoming

with their

favorably

on those

motivation

even

group

from

This sense
regarding

"curiosity

and other

to which

An overall
of liberation

sense

of liberation

extended

their transsexual

to be highly

replete

which

along

been

looked

regarding

valued

reside

with positive,

honest

regarding

was felt in being

to themselves

status

honest

their

when

being

the

themselves

person

has

reaffirming
their

honest
privately

among

within

in that the transsexual

reactions

they have

by being

Participants

and were

seemed

involved,

negative

either
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seekers".

and honesty

is a struggle

individuals

circumstances

them

This is true as characteristics

There

losses

discarded

the relationship.

who approached

of openness

participants.

experienced

or abandoning

in the case cf sexual

as well as others.

reactions

partner

individuals

The qualities
focus

and one that was eventually

Differences

with others.
sincere

with joys and limitations

Acceptance
Research

indicates

transformation

accept

1990;

Blanchard,

1 988;

Pauly

lesser

degrees

1986).
their

& Edgerton,

reassignment
from this study,

1986).

sense
surgery

Trom others

negative

reactions

reactions

from

However

some

dissatisfied.

(Davis,

1997).

to the transsexual

and losses

professionals

1 997; Pauly
reassignment

Satisfaction

is derived

having

areas

and acceptance
individual.

greater

for surgical

upon

Many

during

the time

of their

Losses

included

friends,

& Edgerton,

mainly

or not having

There

participants

or

to complete

of acceptance

of self.

(Pauly,

& Cohen-Kettenis,

experience

(Davis,

Two important

from others,

gender

and lifestyle

Kuiper

individuals

of reasons

who are looking

are offen

undergone

1989;

of self that is not contingent

acceptance

reactions

& Dickey,

for a variety

individuals

who have

with their new identity

Clemmensen

of satisfaction

of wholeness

well developed

individuals

and are satisfied

Steiner,

Transsexual
sense

most

from

a

sexual

emerged
were

mixed

experienced

transition

including

familial

associations

guarded
and jobs.

Power

Although

losseS were experienced,

accepted

them and their situation

more meaningful,
the gender

participants

relationships

These were fundamental

than the quality

without

during or after their transition

and more satisfying

of choice.

more positive

no one was leff entirely

components

of life experienced

were able to find acceptance

someone

process.

were fostered

Differences

who

Stronger,

after transitioning

in a quality

prior to transitioning.
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to

of life deemed
In all cases,

from others and establish

solid, gratifying

associations.
Participants,
themselves.
congruent

with their gender

that no matter

that issue with others.
extreme

(1992) quote
picture

identity.

Living in the gender

life, and struggled

satisfaction

many struggles,

role.

in addressing

that is both negative

and positive,

of choice

Respondents

to determine
hardships,

spoke of a
gender,

there was

the best way to approach
and losses,

gender.

the transsexual

was not

brought

to be the opposite

living in their chosen

Roger Santon

...any
better
areas
roles.
whole

gender

how much they desired

Despite

of things within

at some point that their natal gender

of an ideal if not perfect

a legacy of a past gendered

expressed

had to accept a variety

They had to acknowledge

disillusionment
realization

as transsexuals,

Jacobs

gender

all participants
and Cromwell

experience

as a

illusions people may have that living life as a woman or man is
are 'quickly dashed in the real world' because both have their
of difficulty in terms of society's expectations
about behavior and
'The grass is not greener on the other side' but a person becomes
once they have gone to the other side (p.57).
Limitations

This study has several

limitations.

very small, five in the male to female

participants self selected
their transsexual

identities

and Values
The number

of focus group participants

group and three in the female

into the study which may indicate
that may be different

than others

to male group.

a level of acceptance
in the general

was
All
with

community.

Power

The participants
speak

were members

of a speakers

about their experiences

of the discussion

as transsexuals.

may be different

not accustomed

considered

their race to be European-American,

to sharing

metro area and all participants
may have influenced

of people

study.

Seven

transsexual.

education

Focus groups
participants.

of choice,

wanted

concerning

that portray

The questionnaire
dealing

through

the discussions

for the Tocus groups
with gender

the difference

measure.

between

and permanent

the direction

of discussion

of a social desirability
were conducted

in a face-to

to give responses
themselves

of any additional

they believed

in a favorable
up contact

afterthoughts

light.
with
that

in the groups.
specifically

as it relates

Pre-testing

for this study

to power (Lipman-

1 984; Devor, 1 989; Harper, 1 990; Sutton, 1 882; Lott, 1985).

were not lifted from any standardized

and

herself to be

a complete

was developed

differences

with less

while living and working

one time for each group with no follow

This does not allow for the inclusion

from the literature

comparing

might have been tempted

were conducted

experiences

to be transsexual

did not consider

Since the interviews

to hear, or responses

These

for in the results of this

One participant,

There is the possibility

error in this study.

The specific

themselves

This may or may not have influenced

may have been sparked

Blumen

of choice.

education.

in rural areas or individuals

considered

but did not add to discussions

face forum, the participants
the examiner

of the discussion.

She was able to add her experiences

taken by other group members.
measurement

All of the participants

can not be accounted

of the time in her gender

in gender.

and direction

all lived in or near the Twin Cities

living and working

of the eight participants

men and women
change

their experiences

the direction

were living full time in their gender
the majority

and publicly

As a result, the answers

had at least two years of college

of color, individuals

than two years of college

who routinely
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for this group than for a group that also included

individuals

factors

bureau

Differences

The questions

of the questionnaire

was

Power

not undertaken

as this is a preliminary,

group discussions

centered

around

and how that particular

circumstance

difficult

and talking

time dissecting

is, either male or female
act of transitioning
as opposed
category.

blended

The questions

gender

of a dual gendered

as it is experienced
wish to be mindful

explore

system

involved

definition

particularly

as a separate

to force gender

of these observations

around the

experiences

of a third or

limitation.

a portion

Although

of the focus group

other than those researched.

of the components

by transsexual

that

was not seen as discrete,

a conceptual

by the author,
elements

centered

the experiences

remains

variables,

and dichotomous

for these participants

review was completed

an expanded

as discrete

had a

area of focus for the participants,

in this study attempted

Gender

of power and status

may indicate

this as a primary

to a new gender

Participants

Much of the discussions

and did not specifically

literature

discussions

asked

of transitioning

about their experiences
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Much of the focus

power and status.

being experienced

presentatton

the presumptron
a lengthy

affected

or transsexual.

to their gender

investigation.

the experiences

and may indicate

into dual categories

exploratory

Differerx,es

involved

individuals.

in power and status

Future investigators,

in the development

This

may

of similar research

instruments
Despite
group

the limitations,

participants

there are many values to the study.

were selt selecting,

information about their experiences.
bureau

and had shared

already

had occasion

to contemplate

discussions

a wide variety

of experiences

relationships.

Because

their experiences

Consequently

in personal

there was a willingness

in other forums,

similar questions

were rich, candid,

and eagerness

they were members

publicly

to share

of a speakers
the participants

and working

Participants

relationships

of choice.

This allowed

a more comprehensive

had

as well as

There was a broad range in the length of time participants

had been living in their gender

had

to the ones asked in this study.

and full of observations.

in both professional

Since the focus

Power

examination
separate

of the intended

experienoe

by gender,

times of ambiguous

gender

A depth of intormation
deemed

important

these issues

power/status
importanoe

Although

the participants

presentation

was gathered

by the transsexual

are traditionally

men and women.

material-

adding

mncerning
individuals

associated

the study questions

to the mncept

between

to the transsexual

to

process

and

of gender.

who took part in the groups.

with the power and status difference

men and women

community
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areas of power and status that were

Other areas may or may not be associated

differences

intended

spoke of their transition
a richness

Differences

between

with the traditional

and may indicate

or experience.

Some of

a unique
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V.

Summary

and

Recommendations

Summary
The questions
based

on gender,

gender,

were

dissect

components

of their experiences

women

are treated

differently

women,

information

specific

in some

cases

(particularly

positions

in the same

money

reeling

meetings,
proceed

in many

when

middle

and respect

greater

settings

upon

in order

proof

to attend

their expertise

substantial

financial

transition,

and strict

By these

of expertise.

been

experience

performance

and

has been written

having

what

men and women.

abled

bodied

to prove

in this study

for advice
there

Women

established

Men make

observations

became

in professional

on how to accomplish

in some

these

Men take their space

is an assumption

by the women

etc.) command

of women.

these

are passed

Men

they deserve

to first to give feedback

evaluations.

on men and

was addressed

or

of authority

that

by in professional

to the input of men first, and are asked

has already
losses

on how men and

confirm

without

actions,

gleaned

participants

than women.

in casual

differences

in the literature.

opportunity

or approached

able to

documented

as is expected

looked

on

not already

effort

Men were

tasks.

of transsexualism

class,

For respondents

and status

information

or upper

ways.

with certain

Beyond

between

in society

were

of literature

and status

based

of the information

in power

way or with as much

for so doing.

is not mntingent
meetings

the differences

and are granted

justified

manifest

of the study

European-American,
of power

more

to the experience

differed

to power

body

society.

of power

Participants

Much

with the existing

of the experiences

positions

related

experiences

new information

regarding

manner.

that

in western

represented

the experience

to an individual

in a rich and insightful

was congruent

in the literature

regarding

of other

into their own gender

participants

Many

in this study

and how reactions

answered

then tie them
from

asked

manner.

in this study

for advice

only

There

were

upon their

The men did not experience

financial
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set backs or harsh performance
when in competition

evaluations

against women.

and recognized

The male respondents

personal space across a wide variety of situations.
expressed

achievement

noted a granting

of

The female respondents

concern for their personal safety, which was not an issue that was thought

about or addressed

when they lived as men. These are all a part of the "invisible"

pieces Leck (1990) states make up a patriarchal
The act of transitioning
and considerations.
individuals

system.

from one gender to another involved special concerns

Isolation prior to transitioning

was common and difficult for the

who took part in this study, which sometimes

established

close relationships

respondents
underlying

immediately

were able to establish

affer

experience

negative consequences

lead to an inhibited ability to

transitioning.

individuals
satisfaction,

individual

is faced with the enormous

emotional,

psychological

result in

others for their candor.
task of changing

This seems an immense undertaking

fraught with pitfalls
However,

who took part in this study, in spite of losses and sacrifices,
and wholeness

gender

and societal changes that

that might impede the ability to find contentment.

contentment

would

was a constant struggle. Wrestling with the issue of when,

that transition.

and obstacles

many aspect of

Wanting to be honest but fearing so doing
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The purpose of this study is to interview transsexual
individuals in order to gather
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men and women
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both sides of this gender differential will
provide valuable information
in the continuing struggle against sex discrimination.
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If you agree to participate in this study, I will ask you to be involved
in a focus group of
at least five transgendered
individuals,
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The focus group will last
approximately
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questions in the group intended to facilitate discussion around the
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focus group and to fill out the eight item questionnaire.
Due to the sensitive nature of
some of the questions, you are free to choose not to fill our certain parts of the
questionnaire
or to not respond to certain questions in the focus group. Again,
choosing to discontinue
involvement
with the focus group, or not to answer items on
the questionnaire,
will in no way affect the participants'
relationship with the Gender
Education Center or with Augsburg College.
6.Please remember to be respectful of one another by speaking
to allow everyone a chance to express an opinion or be heard.

one at a time in order

7. In the endeavor to make this a safe comfortable environment
in which to share
thoughts, feelings and experiences;
I would like to set a norm that if at any time
something is said that makes someone uneasy in any way, that the comment
be restated in a more comfortable
manner.
8. Only first names will be used in the focus group in order to assure

confidentiality.

9. A full copy of the completed thesis will be given to the Gender Education Center,
and will also be available at the Augsburg campus library for review. However,
participants may request a mpy of the findings of the focus groups by piacing name,
address, and signature on the form provided.
10. At this time, please feel free to ask any questions you may have regarding the
focus group, the procedures,
the questionnaire,
or how to obtain focus group findings
etc., before we begin.
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CONFIDENTtALITY/NONDISCLOSURE
To:

AGREEMENT

David Anderson

You have been retained on behalt of Terry Dickelman to asSist in transcribing
tapes
from focus groups that he will be conducting.
You will see and hear privileged and
confidential
information.
You must abide by the rigorous rules of confidentiality
and
not discuss or reveal any information what so ever, regarding the research you are
transcribing.
You must refrain From any discussion about the research with anyone.
You must
further agree not to reveal anything that you learn during the transcribing
of the
research materials.
You must agree to return to Terry Dickelman all materials, notes, tapes or other
documents
used or produced in connection with this research.
Finally, you must agree to contact Terry Dickelman
about this research now or in the future.
Please sign below to indicate
and conditions stated above.

Signature

Date S'gned

that you understand
Thank You.

if anyone

attempts

to taik to you

and agree to abide by the terms

